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commercial cat foods catinfo org - when determining the quality of a pet food there are two main factors involved
ingredients what is in the food with amount of each item an important issue but this information is not available on the label
composition the percentage of calories that come from protein fat and carbohydrate sources also not on the label see the
cat food composition chart, 5 signs you re eating too much fruit lily nichols rdn - so interesting lana i have the same
aversion to eating fruit in the middle or after a meal especially a protein containing meal turns out it alters the ph and
enzyme environment of the stomach making digesting a large amount of protein quite difficult, does meat or sugar cause
gout the truth may surprise you - so you have gout and you ve started that low purine diet cutting out meat and booze
now you re eating a bunch of easily affordable cheap carbohydrates in place of all that meat you were eating, got digestive
problems take it easy on the veggies - if you have digestive problems veggies high in insoluble fiber like spinach can
make them worse istock edalin today i ve got another tip for those of you with digestive issues including ibs constipation
diarrhea and acid reflux eat fewer vegetables yep that s right fewer vegetables
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